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Sacred geometry jewelry box

Flower of life wooden box, Burnt wood, round ring and jewelry box, height approx., 5 cm With gold, Wood burned Flower of life Tree Box Sacred Life-Like Fire Painting Round Ring and Jewelry Box Pyrography, Lifeflower Fire Painting, Pyrography Here you will find a unique piece that was completely handmade –we do not use laser, Holy
geometry, Woodbox dimensions : diameter approx. flower of life Tree Box Sacred Geometry Life painting Fire painting , flower tree box circle ring and jewelry Sacred Pyrography Here you will find a unique piece that is completely handmade –we do not use laser, Woodenbox diameter dimensions: approx. 10 cm, height, approximately 4.5
cm gold with , Flower of life wooden box, round ring and jewelry box, Holy geometry, Life-like fire painting, Wood burned. Tree Burned Flower of Life Tree Box Sacred Geometry Lifegraph Fire Painting Round Ring and Jewelry Box Pyrography Circle and Jewelry Box Sacred Geometry Pyrography Flower of Life Tree Burned Tree Burned
Fire Painting Round Ring and Jewelry Box Pyrographies Fire Speaking Tree Flower Tree Tree Box Tree Sacra Pyrography Fire Painting Scavenging Painting Sacred Geometry Flower Tree Charred Ring Ring and Jewelry Box For Wood Burnt Flower Box Pyrography Flower of Life Sacred Getty Tree Herb - Supplement - Jewelry -
Creation Box, Protection &amp;r 44.11 Seed of Life Sacred Geometry Handmade Teak Wood Herb - Appendix - Jewelry - Protection Box, Blessings &amp; Divine Energy 44,11 Archangel Metatron Sacred Geometry Handmade Teak Tree Herb - Supplement - Box for Healing, Guidance and Protection €44.11 Sri Yantra Sacred Generator
Handmade Tick Wood Herb - Add-on - Jewelry - Treasure Box , Prosperity &amp;quot; &amp;quot; &amp;quot; &amp;quot; €44.11 Sacred Geometry Flower Handmade Teak Herb - Appendix - Jewelry - Box for Divine Love, Thanks &amp; Abundance €44.11 Share on Twitter Share on Facebook Pin This product Sharing via email This
beautiful mosaic box is handmade and unique. You will receive the actual element of the photos. This hexagonal box is all about geometric patterns. I used hexagons, squares, triangles and diamonds to make an intricate narrow pattern. The design uses iristened glass tiles, called Iodine Pearl, in shades of brown and gray, with
iridescence adding a glow of gold, silver, purple, blue and green. Each one is different, beautiful and unique. I used triangular and hexagonal glass tiles and stained glass to complete the pattern. The box itself is made of mango and has less than 1,000. This is color that perfectly corresponds to the tones of the mosaic. I love you. They.
models and tesla teslas. They are so pleasant and calm to the eye. Dimensions: 17.5cm x 17.5cm (angle to corner) x 5.5cm height Internal dimensions 14.5 x 14.5 x 3cm delivery from UK (UK) Within UK (UK) Free of charge outside the UK (UK) £25.00 £25.00
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